“The Art of Pure Channeling”
A rewarding seminar for those who wish to obtain wisdom and
truth from their Higher Consciousness and expand their innate
sensing abilities. In addition, develop your authority over the
mental influences that limit your joy of life.

 Would you like to have 24/7 access to the most loving and
inspirational guidance that will assist you in any aspect of your life?
 Would you like to feel security at the deepest level in the knowing
that you are not alone on your life journey?
 Would you like to experience and express a more expanded part of
you?
If you do, then pure channeling may be your answer!
Channeling is the transformation of energy/information from a non-physical
reality into a physical reality through the use of our mind and physical bodies.
Nothing is created at the level of the physical human that has not come from
(channeled) the non–physical level.
Channeling is a natural art, and available for everyone. It is a tool to
bring forth all aspects of ourselves into our reality.

Objective


To assist individuals to know their own truth of who they are



To learn to channel from your own being with
understanding, control, clarity and safety



To gain dominion over your life circumstances.



To receive wisdom and knowledge for your deeper life
purpose and soul desire.

The seminar will also explore the following topics


Art of listening



Deep Meditation and Higher Self contact



Channeling v/s mediumship



Guides, Angles, who or what they really are



Channeling and inner sensing abilities



Integrity



States of Consciousness and Vibrational Levels of Identity



Dealing with Mental limitations



Multi-dimensional and Astral healing



Manifesting your desires

Seminar Format
Presentations with meditation, activations and discussions. As with all my
workshops questions and sharing insights are welcome; however there is no
cringing “pairing up” or requirement to share.

Venue:

Maria’s

Date:

June 21st

Time:

9.30 for 10am start – 5pm

Cost

€55

